A new concept
in Jet Washes

IT DOESN’T MATTER HOW
DEMANDING OUR CUSTOMERS ARE,
WE ARE EVEN MORE.
ISTOBAL proudly presents N´JOYWASH, a new
generation of the most advanced jet washes on the
market. A new concept in jet washes designed to
satisfy your customers and maximise your profits ...
and now also based on the fun aspect of vehicle care.
N´JOYWASH is a real vehicle SPA!

ISTOBAL has sought perfection in every last detail by
designing N´JOYWASH, a unique range of jet washes.
More efficient and more innovative, it combines stateof-the-art technology with more attractive designs.
Jet washes which adapt to the specific needs of each
customer, guaranteeing an impeccable finish in the
most comfortable and efficient way.

ALL PLUSES

ISTOBAL has developed N´JOYWASH with the
aim of guaranteeing you real, tangible advantages.
Everything is geared towards making your business
a success.

EFFICIENCY =
CUSTOMER LOYALTY = HIGHER EARNINGS

N´JOYWASH gives the user a thoroughly enjoyable experience, and a
wash which is effective enough to satisfy even the most demanding
customers. An experience your customers will be longing to repeat
whenever they need to wash their vehicle. This ability of N´JOYWASH
to satisfy will mean sustained growth for your company´s profits.

NEW TECHNOLOGY =
REDUCED COSTS = HIGHER EARNINGS

The leading edge technology used on N´JOYWASH guarantees
maximum efficiency in the wash of all types of vehicle as well as a
significant reduction in the consumption of chemical products, and
thus an increase in the profitability of your jet wash.

LESS MAINTENANCE = LOWER RUNNING
COSTS = HIGHER EARNINGS

The new N´JOYWASH concept for jet washes means maintenance
is easier, quicker, and only required occasionally, which means major
savings on the running costs of the facility. This in turn means better
profitability for your business.

ISTOBAL =
MAXIMUM GUARANTEES = HIGHER EARNINGS

Added to this, you are safe in the knowledge that with N´JOYWASH
you have all the logistical, technical and commercial support of a solid
company like ISTOBAL behind you at all times. A world leader in the
wash sector, guaranteeing a major boost to your business.

PACK
SHINING
FUNCTIONALITY
When space is at a premium, N’JOYWASH offers you the PACK series, developed for 1 bay
jet washes, which has all the necessary features to ensure a top quality wash.
It has three programs: water and shampoo wash, rinse, and super wax. This can be
expanded to include a 4th and 5th program, if you order active foam and brush, and super
rinse with demineralised water.
Compact units but great performers. A minimum investment but maximum returns from
small spaces. The PACK series guarantees an impeccable clean. The ideal solution when
functionality is of the essence.

New features
- One single model for 3, 4 or 5 programs
- Choose the power of the water pumps
- More payment system options
- Computer connections
- Bay lighting control
- Payment terminals wall-mounted or on a stand
- Piezoelectric program selection buttons
- A reverse osmosis unit (optional) 5,000 litres/day

The four standard programs supplied (wash, rinse, super wax, and
super rinse), can be optionally expanded to include any of the multiple
programs available: active foam with brush, chemical spray, ColorFusion
foam, Master foam... and all those yet to come! The PREMIUM wash
adapts to the specific needs of every customer; the largest amount of
programs available on the market means satisfaction is guaranteed.

PREMIUM JET WASHES
ARE MORE VERSATILE AND INNOVATIVE.

PREMIUM
THE MOST COMPLETE IN ITS CATEGORY
N’JOYWASH offers you the PREMIUM series - jet washes with greater
possibilities and top performance. Up to 8 bays which can adapt to suit all
needs.
The PREMIUM series comprises multi-bay units which can be installed
in a plant room, container, or the new “Modulbox” cabinets. Units which
comprise all the latest technological innovations, such as the new water
pumps which work at both high and low pressure, making for great savings
on water consumption and chemical products.

Premium
New features
- Units designed to store up to 8 wash programs
- The most innovative programs to satisfy all your customers
- Water pumps capable of working at high and low pressure
- New payment terminals with piezoelectric buttons
- The widest range of boilers available (electric, gas, or diesel oil)
- New scale preventer system for boilers
- Water treatment units to meet all needs

High and low pressure without changing lance.
Comfort for the user
and profits for your business.

SPECTACULAR
IN ALL SENSES
Stand out from your competitors with COLORFUSION, one of the great new features of N´JOYWASH. This is a
special active foam comprising three basic colours which, when applied, offer a whole rainbow of striking colour
tones, all accompanied by a pleasant scent. It makes the vehicle wash a spectacular, never-to-be-repeated sight.
COLORFUSION is not just a sensory revolution, it is also highly effective. Due to its special formulation, the foam
stays longer on the surface of the vehicle, loosening even the most ground-on dirt, and making a clearly visible
difference to the finish.

COLORFUSION uses only 100% environment-friendly
biodegradable pigments.

MASTER FOAM
A LESSON IN CLEANING
For all those who really enjoy the wash process,
and who only want the best for their vehicle,
N’JOYWASH can also offer the new Master Foam
program.
A white, high density foam with a refreshing clean smell,
which is a pleasure to apply. This new foam adheres to the
surface of the vehicle longer, acting all the time to loosen the dirt,
which can then be removed with greater ease. Highly effective chassis
care and shine for those who seek the best possible treatment.

NEW PAYMENT TERMINALS
TOTAL RESISTANCE
The new payment terminals that come with N´JOYWASH offer many
advantages both in terms of how they work and how they look. They
are completely watertight to keep the moisture typical of a wash facility
away from the electronics. In addition, the button plate is designed to
withstand even the most extreme of conditions.
The design of these new terminals means that they stand out not only
for their looks but because they are easier to use. The front panel can
light up and the cover colour is customisable. The display and buttons
are a generous size for the comfort of the user.

JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF SPACE

MODULBOX is a new concept in modular cabinets designed to solve all the space and
organisation problems on a wash facility. MODULBOX has been conceived to adapt to the space
available making access to the units and maintenance easy. It is the ideal solution for narrow plant
rooms where a container cannot be installed.

- Basic MODULBOX cabinet 1x1 m, expandable with modules to up to 4x1 m
- Installation of units to service up to 3 bays, including all water pre-treatments, in a single cabinet.
- Stainless or galvanised steel finish, painted to your specifications
- Door surfaces completely flat and smooth, making them ideal for use as advertising boards
- Optional electrical and water pre-installation

WATER TREATMENT
AND RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

WATER, THE KEY TO OBTAINING THE BEST WASH
We have all the solutions to give the water you use the quality needed to ensure the success
of your facility.
Istobal has a wide range of water treatment units, including the most efficient demineralisers
on the market; the new scale preventer dosing units for boilers; or systems for treating the
waste water generated by washing vehicles. Units designed and built by Istobal to guarantee
a perfect interaction between wash units.
Istobal innovations which are profitable for your business, and which far exceed the
expectations of your most environmentally aware customers.

NOTE: Istobal, S.A. reserves the right to undertake any change for products improvement.
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